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Australia’s first and only cultural-heritage innovation lab that supports 
new ways of design thinking, experimentation and deep research in the 

digital humanities .



WHY does a library need a lab? 



Here to disrupt the way  users think about
what a library can do in the 21st century
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people search the  collection onlin



Item by item 
one-to-one
relationship



millions of digitised items  





We want users to be inspired to 
research, use, adapt and create with 

these collections.



Push boundaries: design thinking



Collaborate | Experiment | Create | Engage | Be Open | Surprise
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Audience first: do it because it matters not because it’s shiny

Design creatively: with data and partners

Don’t over bake: audiences need to connect through simple + meaningful experiences

Innovate: be sure to push the boundaries

Iterate: if something is already built, just improve on it.

Constant prototyping: leave room for others to finish and build upon our experiences



How is the DX Lab doing this?



Place for experimentation, research and collaboration 



What is it?













“Locally contextualised information, showing me 
how to use it, whilst inspiring possibility”













What we learnt. 
Broad perspective of collection

Lenses help us view and access items differently.
Sketch in code. Design and Development. Shift in relationship

Importance of consistency and structure within metadata
Scale is vital in decision making for an archive. 

Digitization now needs to shift to contextualization. 
Catering to curious users can open up collection.





DX Lab fellowship
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Efficiency gains - UTS



Efficiency gains - UTS



Efficiency gains - UTS



Efficiency gains - UTS







Quick and dirty













#50libcats





Stack slip R&D

Stack Slip data    



















DX Lab + Indigenous Services Digital Drop-In







Meet the Data Owners



Workshop with IxDA

























gravitron.com.au/tate







Experimenting is important
Prototyping is critical for design thinking

Data is messy and will not always do what you think it will do
Be prepared to pivot

Tell your audience it’s an experiment
Sketch lots ( and in code)
Build upon code- iterate

2 week sprints- often go beyond this 
Share your findings
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